Educating all Snoqualmie Valley children for college, career, and citizenship.

- Creativity & Innovation: Demonstrates originality, imagination, and new ways of thinking about things. Translates original and inventive thinking into viable solutions.
- Empathy: Demonstrates awareness, sensitivity, concern, and respect to connect with others’ feelings, opinions, experiences, and culture.
- Independent Life Skills: Leverages time management skills, organizational techniques, work ethic, and financial literacy to live independently and accomplish goals.
- Global Citizens: Values and embraces diverse cultures and unique perspectives through mutual respect, open dialogue, and civic responsibility.
- Critical/Analytical Thinking: Applies disciplined thinking that is clear, rational, open-minded, and informed by evidence.
- Learner’s Mindset: Embraces curiosity to experience new ideas and possesses the desire to learn, unlearn, and relearn.
- Communication & Collaboration: Articulates thoughts and ideas effectively using oral, written, and nonverbal communication skills in a variety of forms and context. Honors and leverages others’ strengths to build collective commitment and action.
- Adaptability & Resourcefulness: Works effectively in a climate of ambiguity and changing priorities. Accesses, selects, and uses resources efficiently and wisely to achieve success.